Baez Captivates Audience
At Wednesday Night's Show

By DON GREEN

"You don't have to meet the dead when you die," says Joan Baez, as she sits at the piano and drags a sound to the microphone. "You can go out and meet the living."

Baez's voice is clear and resonant, and her music is a blend of folk and rock. She sings with passion and intensity, captivating the audience with her powerful vocals.

The program includes a mix of old and new songs, with Baez often introducing the songs and their significance. She sings about love, politics, and social issues, and her music resonates with the audience.

The venue is packed, with people sitting on the floor and others standing in the aisles. Baez's performance is a testament to her talent and dedication to her craft.

The night ends with Baez playing a solo piano piece, and the audience applauds as she takes her final bow. Baez's music continues to inspire and bring joy to people around the world.

Beck Fills Office
Vacancies

A recent article in the local newspaper highlighted the need for new office vacancies at the local chamber of commerce. Beck was appointed as the new executive director, bringing a wealth of experience and expertise to the position.

The chamber is excited to have Beck on board, and looks forward to the new direction that he will bring to the organization.

UC at Davis Offers Preview
Day for Future Transfers

A Preview Day for prospective transfer students will be held on the University of California at Davis campus tomorrow, October 5. The purpose is to introduce prospective students to the University and its programs.

The day will feature tours of the campus, information sessions about academic programs, and opportunities to meet current students and faculty. Transfer students are encouraged to attend and learn more about the UC at Davis experience.

What's in It For YOU?

Literary Magazine Accepting Entries

Appropriately nine prizes totaling $100 will be awarded by the California Cotton Campaign to students whose entries are selected for publication in the literary magazine. Students are invited to submit their best work for consideration.

Students who are interested in entering the competition should submit their entries to the Literary Magazine Committee. The deadline for submissions is October 30.

Homecoming Queen Aspirants
May Sign Up Next Friday

Sign-ups for Homecoming Queen will begin Friday, October 13 at 3 pm and continue through October 14 at 3 pm. Students interested in signing up are encouraged to do so.

A selection committee will be formed to choose the Homecoming Queen, and the winner will be announced at the Homecoming Dance on October 27.

Shawn's Satire
Opens In Two Weeks

George Shawn's humorous play "Skeleth" will be the October Skeleth Hall Play. Performances will be held on October 21 and 23.

The play is a parody of the classic "The Skin Game," and is not to be missed by fans of humorous theater.
Rules of Order Can Be Overused

Editorial

At least twice this year, the Board of Regents has met to conduct their business. Both meetings were held at 10 a.m. on Friday, September 21. In both cases, the meetings were scheduled to last for two hours, but they lasted for three hours and 45 minutes on September 21, and for four hours and 20 minutes on September 25.

The meetings were held in the Regents' Room, which is located on the third floor of the Administration Building. The room is equipped with a table and chairs, and a blackboard at one end of the room.

During the meetings, the Regents discussed a variety of issues, including the budget, the academic calendar, and the selection of faculty members. In both cases, the meetings were held at 10 a.m., and were scheduled to last for two hours.

However, in both cases, the meetings lasted longer than expected, and many of the issues discussed were not addressed in detail. In the first meeting, the Regents spent more than two hours discussing the budget, and in the second meeting, they spent more than three hours discussing the academic calendar.

The meetings were held in the Regents' Room, which is located on the third floor of the Administration Building. The room is equipped with a table and chairs, and a blackboard at one end of the room.

The length of the meetings was not reported in the university newspaper, the Daily Trojan, but it was mentioned in the university's official newsletter, the BC Bulletin.
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Intramural Ball Opens Tuesday

Renegades Stun Olympic
To Close Preview Slate

Poloats Drop Single-Match
With Modesto

Harriers Journey to ELA

BY DENNIS LEWIS

After watching this week's Preflight football game between the Renegades and the Olympic Thunder at Redwood Bowl, it became readily apparent that the Renegades, a team laden with talent, are capable of a good season. The Renegades' defense made a good showing, holding the Thunder to only one touchdown.

The Renegades, led by quarterback Douglas K. Conner, showed great promise against a strong Olympic team. Although the game was not close, the Renegades' defense was definitely the key to their victory. The Renegades' defense, under the leadership of defensive coordinator David S. Johnson, held the Thunder to only 10 points in the entire game. The Renegades' defense was bolstered by the addition of several new players, including defensive tackle Richard K. Thompson, who had a tremendous game.

The Olympic Thunder, on the other hand, showed little on offense. Their quarterback, Robert J. Williams, was unable to gain much yardage against the Renegades' defense. The Thunder's running game was also stymied, with only 80 yards gained on the ground.

The Renegades' offense, led by Conner, was able to put up 24 points against the Thunder. Conner threw for 230 yards and two touchdowns, while running back James D. Jones gained 100 yards on 15 carries.

The game was marked by a number of exciting plays. The Renegades' Norbert S. Stonehouse intercepted a Thunder pass in the end zone to secure the victory.

The Renegades are looking forward to their next game against the Modesto Knights. The game will be held at Redwood Bowl on Saturday, October 8, at 2:00 p.m. The Renegades are expected to have a strong showing in the game, as they look to continue their winning streak.

BY JIM SMITH

The Modesto Knights dropped a single-match game against the Poloats at Redwood Bowl on Wednesday night. The Knights, who were playing in their first home game of the season, were unable to capture a win.

The Poloats, who are led by head coach Frank D. Johnson, were able to take advantage of the Knights' mistakes throughout the game. The Poloats' offense, under the leadership of quarterback Bob J. Williams, was able to put up 27 points against the Knights. Williams threw for 250 yards and three touchdowns, while running back James D. Jones gained 120 yards on 20 carries.

The Knights, on the other hand, were unable to gain much yardage. Their quarterback, John R. Smith, was unable to throw for many yards, and the Knights' running game was also stymied, with only 80 yards gained on the ground.

The game was marked by a number of exciting plays. The Poloats' Norbert S. Stonehouse intercepted a Knights pass in the end zone to secure the victory.

The Knights are looking forward to their next game against the El Dorado Knights. The game will be held at Redwood Bowl on Saturday, October 8, at 2:00 p.m. The Knights are looking to improve on their performance in the game, as they look to continue their winning streak.
Show Causes Production Problems

Confusion Is Routine

Campus Center Coordinator Works With Students

By RICHARD EMERICK

The campus center coordinator, Dawn M. Emmerick, has announced that the center will be open 24 hours a day for the coming academic year. The center is located on the second floor of the Student Union.

Student Lounge

The student lounge is open 24 hours a day and is equipped with a high-speed internet connection. There is also a study area where students can work on their assignments. The lounge is open to all students and is a great place to hang out with friends.

Arts and Crafts

The campus center coordinator is also in charge of the arts and crafts program. Students can take part in a variety of workshops, including pottery, woodworking, and painting. The coordinator has announced that there will be a new workshop every week, so students can choose the ones they want to attend.

Confusion Is Routine

The coordinator has admitted that there are a lot of challenges to running a campus center, but she is confident that they can solve them. "We have a lot of work to do, but I think we can do it," she said.

Choir Will Sing At Desert Division

The campus center coordinator has announced that the choir will be performing at the Desert Division of the university. The choir is made up of students from all over the campus, and they will be performing a variety of songs.

Page Three
Gades Face Rough San Diego Team After Rest

**SPORTS**

Wheelin Around

Last Time For Fans to See SD

Roundballers Start Work

Splashers Drop Two

Argos, Dorm Capture Early Intramural Gridiron Leads

BC Hosts Student Conference Tomorrow

Founders Day Ends Golden Anniversary; Convocation Speaker to Address Group

Today Deadline To Withdraw

Least High School Sponsor Notebook

Oceanographer Presents 'Ocean's Challenge'

The Lion's Awake Tonight!

Season's First Play Begins Double Weekend Showings
Newspapers Celebrate Freedom

Thought Police Threaten Nation

Administrators who have shown particular interest in keeping the lid on the rights of students and their own academic freedom are being criticized by the administration of the university. The administration is said to have shown greater concern for the safety of students than for their rights, and to have taken steps that are inconsistent with the principles of academic freedom.

Richard's Place Announces

BC Band–Minus Dancing Girls–Shows Superiority

The recent decision by the BC Band to cancel their dancing girls performance has been met with mixed reactions. Some students have praised the decision for its emphasis on musical excellence, while others have criticized it as a step towards homogenization of the band's performance.

Next Year

BC May Operate Educational TV Station

Faculty Council Advises President on BC Policy

The Faculty Council has advised the president on the possibility of BC operating an educational TV station. The council believes that such a station could enhance the university's educational offerings and provide a valuable resource for the community.

Board Passes Special Queen Election Poster Regulations

Enrollment Reaches All-Time High

The university has reached an all-time high enrollment, with over 20,000 students registered for the fall semester. The growth is attributed to a combination of factors, including increased access to higher education and strong demand for university education.

First Aid Classes Start Next Week

Lamps Award Scholarship, Elect Semester's Officers

The university will offer first aid classes starting next week. Students interested in attending are encouraged to sign up in advance. The Lamps Award scholarship has been awarded to a new student, and the officers for the semester have been elected.

BC Debate Squad Goes to San Diego

The BC Debate Squad is headed to San Diego for a competition. The team has been preparing for months and is hopeful about their chances of success.

Business Manager Reveals True Campus Arts Budget

The true budget for the university's arts programs has been revealed by the business manager. The budget is expected to increase significantly in the coming year, allowing for more resources to be dedicated to the arts.

Song and Yell Leaders Thank God, Rotaract

Is Campus Center Haven for Paper Throwing Kids?

The university's campus center has been identified as a haven for paper throwing kids. Administration officials are considering measures to address the issue and prevent further incidents.

Wickersham Jewelers

Congratulations

For a limited time only, get 10% off all engagement rings at Wickersham Jewelers. Visit us today and see our wide selection of beautiful rings. Don't miss out on this great offer. Hurry in now!
Harriers Run At Home Meet

Wilkinson Is Ideal Mentor

First Time Fans May See Meet

Six To Go For Gades Footballers, Santa Monica's Corsairs Next

Score Board Adds Interest

Dr. Rothwell Addresses Founders Day Assembly

Eleven Coeds Compete for Homecoming Queen

Course Valuable, Say Spelling Students

Visiting Lecturer Speaks

BC Homecoming Week Starts Monday

Intramural Activity

Spanish Club, Argos Pace Grid Action With Perfect Records

Night Council Plans Contest

Rooter Buses Go To Games

Campus Arts Will Select Student Jury

Jamaica-Fiesta Slated Tonight

Androcles Closes Tomorrow
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BC Students Are Well Off

We were wondering what the BC student body was spending its money on but today was the day to find out. There was a rally held in the quad and a lot of people showed up.

Hairdos Arouse Sarcasm

Hairdos are the rage of the moment. Every man and woman on campus now has a new hairdo. However, this new fashion has caused some controversy.

Stop, Look, Listen and Vote

LILY HOOD

For

Sponsored By A.V.S.

LAVERY

Circle "K" Renegade Knights

QUEEN

Desert Division Players Will Present Musical For Ridgecrest, Edwards Base

African Man Attends BC

Tutoring Jobs Open for College Students

Night Council

College Choir Presents BONNIE ROBERTS for Home-Coming Queen
Renegades Slip Past SM Corsairs, Gun for LA Valley

By DON OBER
Big Sports Editor

We've left it! No, I didn't! It's one thing to be out and quite another to be lost. I'm sure there have been events that are out of the ordinary, but this one was a real trial. The event was held in a park, and the crowd was huge. The atmosphere was electric, and the mood was festive. The event was sponsored by the local community, and the proceeds went to a charity that supported local education. The crowd was diverse, and everyone seemed to be having a great time. The weather was perfect, and the sun was shining. Overall, it was a fantastic event, and I'm glad I was able to attend.

Harriers Triumph

One of the most exciting events was the Harriers' triumph over the SM Corsairs. The game was held in a stadium, and the crowd was packed. The Harriers came out on top, and the fans were ecstatic. The game was high-scoring, and the audience was on the edge of their seats. The Harriers' goal was scored in the last minute of the game, and the crowd erupted in cheers. The celebration continued for several minutes, and the players were all smiles. It was a great day for the Harriers, and they showed the whole world that they are a team to be reckoned with.

Poloists Rank Valley, Fall 9-7 to Chaffey

Poloiasts, the polo team, faced off against Chaffey in a thrilling match. The game was held in a polo field, and the weather was perfect. The Poloiasts came out on top, and the crowd was on their feet. The game was highly competitive, and the players put on a great show. The Poloiasts' victory was well-deserved, and they showed that they are a team to be reckoned with.

DIANE HEALY

INJURED SMCC LEAD GARES AT END OF HALF

Powders-Packed SMCC Lead Gares at End of Half

By JIM HARRISON

Wheeler's Around

Yells Revolting, Let's Clean Up

Renegade Band

In Bowling Wins; Takes First Place

The Renegade Band, known for their high-energy performances, impressed the crowd with their skill and precision. The band members were dressed in their signature red uniforms and were accompanied by the school's cheerleaders, who added to the excitement. The performance started with a bang, and the band quickly captured the audience's attention. The energy level remained high throughout the entire performance, and the band's music was perfectly synchronized with the choreography. The crowd was on their feet, cheering and clapping, and it was clear that the Renegade Band had put on an unforgettable show.

Vote MICKEY HOPPER

Homecoming Queen

Sponsored by Agriculture Club
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Ralph's

solve the mystery of the missing necklace, which was valued at $15,000. The necklace was later found in a dumpster, and the物d father was overjoyed. The necklace was not damaged and was returned to the family in perfect condition. The family was grateful for the quick response and the dedication of the detectives involved in the case.